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Since November, Ethiopian federal and allied military forces have carried out a genocidal campaign
of political repression in the Tigray region. Indiscriminate bombings, mass executions, rape as a tool
of war. Food supplies devastated adding starvation to the arsenal. Refugees are prevented from
fleeing these horrors. Communications and outside aid have been cut off.
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Responding to calls from Tigrayans and other groups facing violent repression from the Ethiopian
state, a decentralized, global effort is underway to stop this genocidal conflict. This means building
real solidarity, beyond borders and nations.
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We must also dismantle the Ethiopian state’s ability to wage this war. One way is to cut into
the state’s biggest source of direct funding and foreign currency revenue: coffee. A major
buyer around the globe is Starbucks. The corporation regularly engages in direct negotiations
with the Ethiopian state, whose direct control of trademark licensing and access to markets
puts millions into the government’s coffers. Those in solidarity around the world must take
action to cut off this flow while the genocide continues.
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The central state has a heavy, lucrative hand in the trade. It manages commodity exchange
markets. It carries out direct diplomacy and negotiations with major buyers. The Ethiopian state
even holds several international trademarks on the names of notable Ethiopian coffee.
Companies selling specialty coffee using these names must pay the government a licensing fee.
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Securing this funding pipeline is vital to the Ethiopian state’s functioning.
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Campaigners against the ongoing genocide in Tigray have called for a boycott of Ethiopian
coffee in order to cut into Abiy Ahmed’s war chest. Among the largest and most visible buyers
globally is Starbucks. The company purchases tens of millions USD of Ethiopian coffee annually,
only a fraction of which makes it directly to farmers. During an ongoing genocide, this money
fuels death.
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The above text consists of excerpts of a call that was
originally published by Indigenous Anarchist Federation.
The collective Horn Anarchists shared it with the Global
May Day network and calls on grassroot organisations
worldwide to join the call for a Global Week of Action
(May 1 – 7th, 2021).
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Complete call at: globalmayday.net
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Continuous updates:
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@HornAnarchists #TigrayGenocide
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Background information available on:
thefinalstrawradio.noblogs.org (An Ethiopian Anarchist Perspective on
the War in Tigray)

amnesty.org (Ethiopia: Eritrean troops' massacre of hundreds of Axum civilians)
nytimes.com (Ethiopia’s War Leads to Ethnic Cleansing in Tigray Region)
msf.org (Health facilities targeted Tigray Region)
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